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Thank you Paul...
I’m working to connect some dots here so please forgive me if it’s a little clunky. Grateful for your feedback.
Also, old farts like me are easily drawn into digressions. I have a lot of material to cover so will need to keep them to a 
minimum.





Tagline. At risk of being snarky, intend this as a provocation. I actually don’t believe it’ll ever be exactly like being there, ...
Yet, imagine standing on an elevated platform, surrounded by 6 best giant stereo 4K projection, 
playing synchronized realworld imagery. May be interactive, conceivably could be live.
That was the baseline vision beginning last summer. But first, some basics as I see them.



How do you know
I’m not a movie?

Got a lot of mileage out of this, esp with kids.
You KNOW I’m now a movie (ear is easier to fool than the eye)



one way to look at this. verisimilitude.



(“Elements of  Realspace Imaging”)
(“Presence and Abstraction in the Age of  Cyberspace”)

I used to write papers about this.
When the sliders are not all known and pushed up to 10s,



Artifacts

funny word
in computer graphics bad
in art good (“evidence of the hand”). For example...



David Hockney (SF DeYoung last year)
(video)



“Displacements” (1980-84 / 2005), Art Center College of Design, Pasadena

want to squeeze this in.
the relief projection looked very real, but the artifacts of moving things in and out of registration
(video)



On the other hand, artifacts in Google Earth integrating Street View (2010)
doesn’t look “real” (too weird, took it down)



artifacts in Photosynth (2010)
also took it down (too weird)
For this presentation, want to focus on maximizing realness or verisimilitude 
while being forthright about the artifacts (and there will aways be artifact).



OK let’s begin.



Cycloramas
(1792 - ~a month ago)

It really does seem like a lot has changed very recently.



In 1792, English painter Robert Barker coined the word “panorama”
to describe his giant cylindrical painting of Edinburgh, Scotland.



The following year, it was exhibited in London in a specially-built cylindrical building,
with a skylight to provide even lighting and an elevated viewing platform.



Panoramas and “Cycloramas” were built all over the world.
They were a most popular artform throughout the 19th Century.





Mesdag Panorama, The Hague, 1881 (restored)
actual sand and 3D props were used in foreground



The Battle of Gettysburg, Boston Cyclorama, 1891



Painting dimensions: 27 by 259 feet
(and VERY high resolution!)

(note the narrow vertical field of view)

Note the narrow vertical field of view



Less than 5 years after the birth of cinema, “Cinéorama”,
used ten motion picture projectors below the audience,

and a fake balloon above, for the 1900 Paris Exposition.
Never publicly open. Fire hazard.



Cinéorama camera system
with single crank
for all cameras



“Napoleon”, Abel Gance, 1927
3 x 35mm “PolyVision”

 

Premiered at the Paris Opera House, 15 minute standing ovation
but 1927, talkies...
Last year, Oakland Paramount Theater, live orchestra.



“Napoleon”, Abel Gance, 1927
3 x 35mm “PolyVision”

(used for montage as well as panoramas)

Noteworthy that Gance became equally attracted by “non-real” montage as well as sweeping panoramas.



“This is Cinerama”, 1952

1952



3 35mm
projectors

146 deg
hor FOV

Not quite 180 degrees but close (and aud not in the center)
Count 5 operators!



Cinerama camera - 3 x 35mm



“CircleVision”, Disneyland, 1955
used nine 35mm motion picture projectors

(note the narrow vertical field of view)

A few years later.
Note the narrow vertical field of view



CircleVision
camera system

employed mirrors
to prevent “nodal point” offsets

Nodal point



“Special Venue” systems at Expo ’92 Seville

from Naimark: “Expo “92”. Presence, vol. 1, no. 3, MIT Press, 1992.

(Spend a moment on this.)
In the end, it’s all about content.



CAVE, Tom Defanti / Dan Sandin, University of Illinois, 1991
immersive, 3D projection of computer-based imagery (no cameras)

(note the super large vertical field of view)

Immersive space for 3D models, no cameras
Note the super large vertical FOV!



“Be Now Here,” Michael Naimark, Interval Research and UNESCO, 1995
3D panning motion picture and rotating floor



Be Now Here 1 rpm rotating stereo motion picture camera system

Rotated about the left camera’s nodal point. (Not that anyone could tell.)



(video)



Panoscope 360, Luc Courchesne, U Montréal, 1999
single 2D fisheye projection (hence not high resolution)

Larger versions now exist (plus a 60’ projection dome, 2013).

first Symposium on Immersion and Experience - ix - 
International Symposium on Immersion and Creativity
Montreal May 21-25, 2014



“R2 360” camera, Clifford Ross w/Applied Minds, 2006
9 2D video cameras with mics

Big Picture Summit (NYU / USC when?)
Camera by Applied Minds
Display system never built (very narrow vertical FOV)





Place-Hampi, Jeffrey Shaw/Sarah Kenderdine, ZKM, RPI, UNSW, CityU HK, 2006
Rotating projection and floor, stereo-panoramic still images

Jeffrey is all over the place, mainly Dean at City University, HK
(RPI = EMPAC)



Place-Hampi stereo panoramic still slit camera system
(It takes about a minute to complete a rotation.)

Note camera: 1D sensors (slits in lens cover)
1 min rotation



“Interactive Panoramic Cinema”, Jeffrey Shaw, UNSW, ZKM, RPI, 2007
six-projector 2D projection (later stereoscopic)

Later stereoscopic



“Be Now Here x3”, Michael Naimark, USC, 2008
3D, motion, sound, but same footage spatially offset

3 screens over 180 degrees

20 sec per screen / time artifacts (people walking but not clouds)
“Cinerama standard” 3 screens 60 deg hor fov each
I spent a lot of time staring at the mullions, there is a disparity bump there, but surprisingly good
(incidentally I’d keep the mullions to mask out this artifact, arguable).



“Liquid Galaxy”, Jason Holt, Google, 2009
8 2D plasma screens (no camera)

(note the large vertical field of view)

note large vert fov
Digression: magnifying sheets... (Explo installation, uncanny good)



Panoramic “tiling” cameras
Automatically sweeps the scene over time

Very high resolution but may have time artifacts

Gigapan “Epic” Peace River “PixOrb”

experiments with 2 camera stereoscopic versions
it works 



Other popular panoramic cameras
Simultaneous coverage 

but also 2D not 3D

Immersive Media “Dodeca” Point Gray “Ladybug”



“Trekker”, Luc Vincent, Google, 2012

15 5 megapixel cameras for simultaneous coverage
2D, still images, large vertical field of view

but no 3D, motion, or sound

On vehicles is augmented with LIDAR scanners.
Not bad reconstructed stereo.



Earlier Spatial Capture Cameras

Aspen Moviemap, MIT, 1978
bike wheel triggered pano cams

Golden Gate Flyover, Exploratorium, 1987
gyro-stabilized tracking cam

Karlsruhe Moviemap, ZKM, 1990
odometer triggered wide-angle cam See Banff Kinetoscope, Banff Centre, 1994

baby jogger triggered stereo cams

I could go on about this. After 16 years, decided it was dumb idea. (Camera cars)
Started working with John Woodfill, Harlyn Baker, and Paul on dimensionalization.



“DIVE into World Heritage 3D”
Panasonic and UNESCO, 2012

5 off-shelf Panasonic 3D video cameras
simultaneous coverage, 3D, motion, sound

but narrow vertical field of view and nodal point offsets
non-orthoscopic display

The is current state of the art for realworld stereo panoramic motion pictures
With all due respect, we can do so much better.





Some New 
Immersive Cameras

Concentrating on camera side more than display
I’m good with “Cinerama Standard” for projection (60 deg/projector x 3, eg 4k ea)



Big 360Heros

Here are some big 360 Heros.



Small 360Heros

Here are some small 360 Heros
Chris Milk used one for his Oculus Beck music video (must see)



3D 360Heros

I don’t think these were there a month ago!



ConditionOne “Zero Point” - array of  RED Epic cameras (2D/3D) 

ConditionOne is interesting because the founder Danfung Dennis is a young former war photographer.



Panocam 3D “Spherigraph”
concept / proposal

donytamazone.blogspot.fr

Stereo pairs. Viewable raw. But with some disparity issues like the 3-screen Be Now Here



Jaunt VR camera

Announced a couple weeks ago.

http://www.crunchbase.com/company/jaunt
http://www.crunchbase.com/company/jaunt
http://www.finsmes.com/2014/04/jaunt-raises-6-8m-in-venture-funding.html
http://www.finsmes.com/2014/04/jaunt-raises-6-8m-in-venture-funding.html
http://www.crunchbase.com/company/jaunt
http://www.crunchbase.com/company/jaunt
http://techcrunch.com/2013/12/24/bskyb-invests-350000-in-early-stage-immersive-video-startup-jaunt/
http://techcrunch.com/2013/12/24/bskyb-invests-350000-in-early-stage-immersive-video-startup-jaunt/


Jaunt VR camera
Jaunt received $6.8M in Venture Round funding. (4/3/14)
Posted 4/3/14 at 6:55pm via finsmes.com
Jaunt received $350k in Seed funding. (12/24/13)
Posted 12/24/13 at 1:43am via techcrunch.com

And funded!

http://www.crunchbase.com/company/jaunt
http://www.crunchbase.com/company/jaunt
http://www.finsmes.com/2014/04/jaunt-raises-6-8m-in-venture-funding.html
http://www.finsmes.com/2014/04/jaunt-raises-6-8m-in-venture-funding.html
http://www.crunchbase.com/company/jaunt
http://www.crunchbase.com/company/jaunt
http://techcrunch.com/2013/12/24/bskyb-invests-350000-in-early-stage-immersive-video-startup-jaunt/
http://techcrunch.com/2013/12/24/bskyb-invests-350000-in-early-stage-immersive-video-startup-jaunt/
http://www.crunchbase.com/company/jaunt
http://www.crunchbase.com/company/jaunt
http://www.finsmes.com/2014/04/jaunt-raises-6-8m-in-venture-funding.html
http://www.finsmes.com/2014/04/jaunt-raises-6-8m-in-venture-funding.html
http://www.crunchbase.com/company/jaunt
http://www.crunchbase.com/company/jaunt
http://techcrunch.com/2013/12/24/bskyb-invests-350000-in-early-stage-immersive-video-startup-jaunt/
http://techcrunch.com/2013/12/24/bskyb-invests-350000-in-early-stage-immersive-video-startup-jaunt/


Camlot A - “Cross Eye” sensors
Concept: Harlyn Baker + Sandin, Dawe, Defanti (UCSD/UIC)

Clever design. Like the Panocam 3D, has parallel stereo pairs, just not adjacent, and is viewable raw. 





Approaches
to Stereo Panoramic

Motion Picture Capture

Here’s what I think the range is.



VIEWABLE RAW
 Single Stereo Pair
  Stationary Scanning or Fisheye (“Viking lander problem”)
  Moving (Spherigraph proposal, FakeSpace Molly c1990)

Spinning (Naimark proposal based on Shaw 2006)
 Multiple Stereo Pairs
  No mirrors (Panasonic, 3D 360Heros, Panocam 3D, CamLot)  
  Mirrors (Shaw proposal based on Naimark 1995)
 
PROCESSED
 2D Pano +D via lidar (Google)

Multiple (non-stereo) cameras (Jaunt, +ETH, Disney, Fraunhoffer...)

FORGET IT. CONSTRUCT a 3D+t model 

If you want VIEWABLE raw, pretty much viewable without processing...
Describe my proposal. Phantom 1,000 fps camera. Water balloon bust at 25,000 fps



VIEWABLE RAW
 Single Stereo Pair
  Stationary Scanning or Fisheye (“Viking lander problem”)
  Moving (Spherigraph proposal, FakeSpace Molly c1990)

Spinning (Naimark proposal based on Shaw 2006)
 Multiple Stereo Pairs
  No mirrors (Panasonic, 3D 360Heros, Panocam 3D, CamLot)  
  Mirrors (Shaw proposal based on Naimark 2008)
 
PROCESSED
 2D Pano +D via lidar (Google)

Multiple (non-stereo) cameras (Jaunt, +ETH, Disney, Fraunhoffer...)

FORGET IT. CONSTRUCT a 3D+t model 

Describe Jeffrey’s proposal (Stereo CircleVision)



VIEWABLE RAW
 Single Stereo Pair
  Stationary Scanning or Fisheye (“Viking lander problem”)
  Moving (Spherigraph proposal, FakeSpace Molly c1990)

Spinning (Naimark proposal based on Shaw 2006)
 Multiple Stereo Pairs
  No mirrors (Panasonic, 3D 360Heros, Panocam 3D, CamLot)  
  Mirrors (Shaw proposal based on Naimark 1995)
 
PROCESSING REQUIRED
 2D Pano +D via lidar (Google)

Multiple (non-stereo) cameras (Jaunt, +ETH, Disney, Fraunhoffer...)

FORGET IT. CONSTRUCT a 3D+t model 

Lots of lively work here, (but arguably not “cinematic” quality).



VIEWABLE RAW
 Single Stereo Pair
  Stationary Scanning or Fisheye (“Viking lander problem”)
  Moving (Spherigraph proposal, FakeSpace Molly c1990)

Spinning (Naimark proposal based on Shaw 2006)
 Multiple Stereo Pairs
  No mirrors (Panasonic, 3D 360Heros, Panocam 3D, CamLot)  
  Mirrors (Shaw proposal based on Naimark 1995)
 
PROCESSING REQUIRED
 2D Pano +D via lidar (Google)

Multiple (non-stereo) cameras (Jaunt, +ETH, Disney, Fraunhoffer...)

FORGET IT. CONSTRUCT a 3D+t model 





Bigger Issues



Raw v Processed

Stereo or not
360 or less
Vertical FOV

Movies v Models

Huge issue in Hollywood versus Silicon Valley. Consider FRAME RATE:
Peter Jackson and Doug Trumbull lobby for high frame rate 
while Sony and Samsung develop motion interpolation. Crazy. 
Raw will always be more expensive and probably look better, and in the end, it will also inform better processing.



Raw v Processed

Stereo or not
360 horizontal FOV or less
Vertical FOV

Movies v Models

- I once read that 14% of Americans tested fuse but don’t see stereo (Digression: Renwick Museum)
- 360 has problems with light bouncing on opposite screens, I kinda like 180
- Vert FOV, indulge me in a funny digression...



Last year. Botswana Street View footage had just been released.
Second country shot in Africa.





The story went viral quickly. 
This from the NY Daily News, repeated by Al Jazeera, among many others.



If Google explained, and if the press understood, that the camera cars cannot see underneath, 
but completes lower panorama by cleverly using parts of adjacent frames...



it would realize that this is an artificially composited image. (look at it) (duh!)



Recent search. IMHO Google blew an opportunity.
I recognize that this may be a small deal, but it can’t be good for Google.
Especially as they move into more remote countries.



Raw v Processed

Stereo or not
360 horizontal FOV or less
Vertical FOV

Movies v Models

So vertical FOV is sometimes considered very important, 
important enough to fake and not spill the beans.



Raw v Processed

Stereo or not
360 horizontal FOV or less
Vertical FOV

Movies v Models

Finally, there’s the issue of where movies (lots of 2D frames) fit in the future.
Remember that Street View is a movie wanting to be a model. 
(Some may say games are models wanting to be movies.)
Take a poll: Will all movies of the future actually be, or at least go through a stage, of 3D +t models?





Even Bigger Issues

So far about how to capture and display the real world.
Last part is about why. (Hang on. Shifting gears.)
Good story. Sit back relax...



Story begins in the 1860s in Central Texas where Alan Lomax’s father John Lomax grew up
Cowboy country



Real cowboys. With cows. Following the river valley near his home.
He heard their songs. Grew up to be a folklorist, a very early ethnomusicologist



In the 1920s, made some of the world’s first field recordings, with his teenage son Alan assisting.
Recorder given to them by Thomas Edison’s widow. Made portable. 500 pounds. 
Basis for the US Lib Cong Folksong Archive.
But Alan continued. For decades. In other countries. And others were sending recordings to him. 1000s. Alan thought he 
heard patterns. 



In early 1960s at Columbia University in NY, began serious research.
Called this study Cantometrics (he later did the same for dance called Choreometrics).



37 parameters made to represent all world music. Songs coded manually. 
Could look for statistical correlations. But very slowly. Punch cards.
Here are 3 similarities.



Bigger correlations: Central Africa and Georgian Russia. Inuit and Patagonian music.
Correlations doesn’t mean causality, but this is pretty strong, romantic, provocative stuff.
But there’s more.



George Murdock’s Ethnographic Atlas. (Here’s a random page found online. Funny. Not much change.)
Alan looked for statistical correlations between music and culture.
Found: lateral knee movement/pottery, narrow step dance/narrow row planting, 
rasp in male song/raised for independence over team players, high tonal blend/women food production
---> Initially sent by apple mm lab (based on cold letter), later brought the project to Interval --->1992 video



1992
(video)



At Interval, we produced Alan’s only GJB demo. Hypercard, Laserdisc. Very 1998.
Can easily find it on YouTube.



Alan died in 2002. His daughter Anna Lomax Wood is now running the show. 
Another 9 years pass. Then some news.



2011. 400 page book. Really did inspire musicians:  Generally credited as discoverer of “Leadbelly” (Huddy Ledbetter), 
Jellyroll Morton, and Woody Guthrie. Bob (Bobby) Dylan (who crashed in his apt). Worked at LibCon Pete S parents, watched 
him grow up. And had popular music show on BBC in the 50s, watched by Lennon, McCartney, Townsend, Clapton. Rolling 
Stones took their name...



2012. Putting everything freely online.
First time press used “Global Jukebox” so it got some great exposure.



Gideon (in the video) and I met with Anna last year. Little has changed. They’re struggling financially.
Gotta say. Coolest project then, still is.
Think Pandora but with a connection back to place. Everyone has roots, getting more complex
as people move to cities. Strong ecological message here.



December last year. Just to raise $50k.
Digression: RCA story. Mick Jagger.



The 2011 book on Alan ends talking about the GJB.
Mentions Jerry Weisner, metadata, and folksonomy.



Author gave me final quote



It seems inevitable to me that soon we’ll have a “One Earth” 3D model,
since all 3D Earth models can be commonly indexed by lat, lon, alt, and time.



And this has been my stump talk for several years now, in part based on a class at NYU ITP.
6 parts, hard to present in under 1.5 hrs



So with this One-Earth model, it seems to me that bouncing around is a good way to travel.



Which is a bit what the VF project was about. 2008



Began in 2006, received Google support in 2007.



Great team.



(video) So how cool would it be, to seemlessly “bounce” from realworld place to realworld place
Using a 3D Earth model like Google Earth as the connecting tissue?
- In a hugely immersive space, ideally (for me) collective and public, or via Oculus
--- Could be interactive (aud choice where to go next), could have a live component
--- Realworld, with a documentary or ethnographic sensibility-
--- Cultural Preservation is a ripe and opportune area for VR to explore



thank you

www.naimark.net
michael@naimark.net
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